Year 3 Homework – Summer Term
This term, simply choose any one activity to do each week and colour in or tick that box once completed. It is to be handed in
every Thursday. You are welcome to do more than one each week, but please make sure you do not run out of activities before
the end term.
Maths
Explorer
Sport
Ecology
With the permission of your
parents, look inside your
With an adult, explore a new
Do some research about a
Can you list 5 ways you can
kitchen cupboards and
town or village that you have
famous sports personality.
make your house more ecofridge for items of food.
not been to before. Explain
You may present this as a
friendly?
Measure in g and kg how
what you liked best about it
power point or a fact sheet.
heavy each one is. Order
and why. Draw a picture too.
the items from lightest to
heaviest.
Chatterbox
Gardening Skill
Bake off!
Shopping
Make a flip book or a pop-up
book about the history of
the Olympics.

Grow a plant, tree or a
flower.
Remember the Queen has
said that everyone should
grow their own tree.

As we are learning about the
Stone Age this term,
can you make some bread?

Go into a shop with a small
amount of money. Choose
something to buy with it.
Work out your change
before you buy it. Write
down what you have bought
and also your calculation in
your homework book.

Reader

R.E.

Times tables

Learn a riddle off by heart
and perform it to the class.
See who can guess the
answer when you do so.

Write a recount of your
First Holy Communion day
and include pictures too.

Make a board game which
will involve answering times
table questions.

Can you go out for a bike
ride one day? Where did you
go? What did you see? What
part did you like best?

History

Science & D.T.

Technology

Art

Make a model of a round
house.

Make your own magnetic
compass.

Tell me how technology has
improved the world.

Visit an art gallery or a
museum. Sketch one of the
paintings or the artefacts.

Cycle

Ways to show what you did:
Write a short diary/recount of your experience, create a story board, take photos/videos and bring them in, talk about it to
the class, show something you did/made/learned, bring in any notes you made etc. It is up to you.
Thank you for your support in making the children’s learning fun.

